
HOW TO CHOOSE 
PET TEMPERATURE MONITORS?

EZ GUIDE FOR PET PARENTS

Pet Temperature Monitors come in handy and offers you peace of mind. 
They allow pet travelers, particularly those who RV with their dogs, to 
Monitor their dog’s environment Temperature real-time from anywhere. 

Summer and Winter are the two seasons when Pet Temperature Monitors 
are mostly active, though many Pet parents use them all year round.

In this quick & easy guide, we help you with tips on what to look for in a Pet 
Temperature Monitor before you buy one.

Mobile App: 
Is the Mobile App easy to use?

Does it have a quick and easy-to-read Dashboard 
and allow you to set the temperature limits on the go?

Can you turn off the alerts when not in use?

Some inexpensive  Pet Temperature Monitors come with a poor 
readout that makes them hard to use. Look for a monitor that 
has a great App and a user-friendly dashboard for updates/alerts.

Backup Battery:
This is another life-saver in case your RV loses power. 
Pet Temperature Monitors with a built-in battery offer 
up to 2 days of backup, so you don’t have to worry 
about your RV losing power. 

Coupled with a “Power Loss” alert and a “low battery 
alert,” you are in great shape. Look for a Monitor that 
comes with a built-in battery.

Connectivity:
Most inexpensive monitors use your home WiFi to 
send temperature updates. But if you are RVing and 
your RV don't have WiFi, then those Monitors are 
useless.

Choose one with a Built-in cellular connection, so you 
don't have to depend on WiFi. Pet Monitors with 4G 
Cellular work great by themselves without WiFi.

Real-Time Alerts:
This is another essential thing you need to confirm before 
choosing the monitor. Real-time alerts mean that when the 
temperature exceeds or falls below the desired limits, it 
should immediately alert you via email/text. Choose the 
monitor that sends alerts up to 5 emails and mobile 
numbers and offer in-app alert notifications. Advanced 
MoniMonitors send you alerts about temperature and RV power 
loss, low battery, etc.
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Real-Time Monitoring:
This is by far the most important feature.

Does the device monitor the temperature in 
real-time 24/7 and send periodic updates to your 
mobile phone?

How often does it send periodic updates?

Monitors that send updates to your phone at least once every 
15 minutes are considered very safe for your pets.
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